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ABSTRACT: The ability to electrically control transparency and
scattering of light is important for many optoelectronic devices;
however, such versatility usually comes with additional unwanted
optical absorption and power loss. Here we present a hybrid
switchable solar window device based on polymer dispersed liquid
crystals (PDLCs) coupled to a semiconducting absorber, which
can switch between highly transmissive and highly scattering states
while simultaneously generating power. By applying a voltage
across the PDLC layer, the device switches from an opaque, light-
scattering structure (useful for room light dimming, privacy, and
temperature control) to a clear, transparent window. Further, enabled by the very low operating power requirements of the
PDLC (<0.8 mW/cm2), we demonstrate that these switchable solar windows have the potential for self-powering with as little as
13 nm of a-Si.
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In order to absorb a significant fraction of the incident solar
irradiation, thin-film photovoltaic devices require light

trapping and scattering.1−7 However, for some applications,
such as building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV),8−22 partial
absorption is preferred to enable operation as a semitransparent
window. The basic trade-off between power generation and
window transparency must be decided a priori. An alternative
technology, switchable smart windows, has recently gained
considerable interest for both privacy and climate control,23 and
these smart windows have been designed to modulate their
optical transmission using a wide range of mechanisms
including electrochromism,15,23−27 thermochromism,20,28−30

and liquid crystal alignment.14,23,26,31−34 These devices often
target control of sunlight to reduce heating and cooling loads or
to enhance user comfort by modifying the intensity/spectrum
of solar irradiance entering the building.23,24,35 Some smart
windows have demonstrated mechanical self-powering or
automatic response to changing conditions25,27,34,36,37 using
photovoltaics or a chemical process that responds to light or
heat. However, they work by modifying the absorptivity of the
switching material, which results in wasted energy from the
incident light.
Here we present a self-powered switchable smart window

concept that enables variable transmissivity, diffusivity, and
power generation on-demand that can be adjusted throughout
the day. The design consists of a thin absorbing layer (a-Si) and
an actively tunable scattering material (polymer-dispersed
liquid crystal) that allows the device to switch between a low-
power-generating transparent state (1.9 mW/cm2) and a high-
power-generating diffuse state (3.2 mW/cm2) for a 28 nm a-Si

film. The power required to operate the device is <0.8 mW/
cm2, showing that under typical solar illumination it is self-
powering.
To switch between a transparent and diffuse state, the device

incorporates a polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) layer
(Figure 1), which is composed of microdroplets of a liquid
crystal (LC) material dispersed in a polymer matrix. As
expected, in its OFF state (no applied voltage), PDLCs strongly
scatter light, appearing hazy or opaque due to light scattering
from the random orientation of the liquid crystals, resulting in
refractive index variation throughout the material. When
enough voltage is applied across the film, the liquid crystal
alignment reduces the refractive index contrast for light
traveling parallel to the alignment direction, and the material
becomes highly transparent owing to the suppressed
scattering.38 Since its original discovery,39 researchers have
extensively explored the potential applications of PDLCs in the
areas of flat panel displays,40,41 smart windows,26,42 and
microlenses.43 Nematic liquid crystals are the most common
type employed in PDLC devices. The droplets are optically
birefringent with ordinary refractive index no along two optical
axes and extraordinary refractive index ne along the third axis.
The polymer is optically isotropic with refractive index np. In
the absence of an applied electric field (OFF state), the optical
axes of individual droplets align approximately randomly,
resulting in spatial variations of refractive index across the
film, which cause strong light scattering. In the presence of an
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electric field (ON state), molecules in a liquid crystal material
with positive dielectric anisotropy align their long axes parallel
to the applied electric field. In this case, light incident normal to
the plane of the film experiences a refractive index of no in the
liquid crystal droplets. When no and np are matched, the film is
transparent in this state.44 Smart widows incorporating PDLCs
can use the dynamic opacity variation for privacy, for glare
reduction, and to minimize the cost of indoor climate
control;14,23,26 however, to remain in a transparent state,
power must be continuously supplied to the window at
relatively high voltages (10−150 V depending on the thickness
and materials used23,45). Note that the transparency switching
of PDLC devices is particularly useful when compared to other
liquid crystal technologies that use polarizers, because it
switches between reflective and scattering (rather than
absorptive), which reduces optical energy loss.
To create a self-powered switchable smart window, we

combine a PDLC cell with an a-Si absorbing layer. In the ON
state of the PDLC, the cell is highly transparent, and in the
OFF state the absorption in the a-Si is enhanced by the
scattering from the PDLC. We use previously developed
techniques to accurately determine the absorption in the a-Si
layer46,47 and demonstrate that a complete photovoltaic device
would achieve self-powering even in the weakly absorbing ON
state. In contrast to other switchable smart window devices that
modulate transmission by increasing absorption, these PDLC-
based devices modulate transmission via scattering. The
reflective scattering while in the OFF state captures this
otherwise wasted energy and significantly increases photo-
voltaic performance. Further we show that these devices have

several favorable characteristics for privacy and temperature
control, such as switchablilty of haze, opacity, and overall
transmission.
Figure 1 shows the device operation and a schematic of both

the transparent and opaque states (see Video 1 in the SI). The
structures consist of an E7 liquid crystal suspended in NOA65
optical adhesive sandwiched between indium tin oxide (ITO)-
coated glass slides. Each device contains a 13 nm thick layer of
a-Si, which covers half the structure (Figure 1b). Here we chose
a-Si because it is a common thin-film solar cell material for
which we can easily control the deposition thickness (see
Methods section for details about sample preparation).
However, note that no attempt is made in this demonstration
to dope these very thin a-Si layers, as they are used primarily as
an example absorber. For the OFF state of the device, no
voltage is applied between the top and bottom ITO layers. In
the ON state, a 200 Hz square wave is applied between the
leads (note: dc operation for extended amounts of time can
damage PDLC layers due to ion migration48). While the
devices are capable of continuous variation of opacity, for
simplicity and clarity, we chose binary operation at either 0 V
(OFF, diffusive) or 150 V (ON, transmissive).
Devices are fabricated and tested with different a-Si layer

thicknesses (13 and 28 nm) to determine the optical properties
in both the ON and OFF states. Absorption (and transmission)
measurements are made using chopped monochromatic
illumination with an integrating sphere, to capture scattered
light. The sphere incorporates a silicon photodiode monitored
by a lock-in amplifier for readout (see SI for details). Figure
2a−d shows the total absorption both measured (circles) and

Figure 1. (a) Photograph and (b) schematic of a representative device in the OFF (i.e., diffusive) state with no applied bias. The structure is 2.00 cm
× 1.57 cm, and the plant in the background is held at a distance of 35 cm. The amber-colored side of the device (left) incorporates a 13 nm a-Si
layer, while the right side has no additional absorbing layer for comparison. In the OFF state, the liquid crystal microdroplets are randomly oriented.
The refractive index variation causes significant light scattering, which results in diffuse transmission, and hence can be used as a privacy window. (c)
Photograph and (d) schematic of the same device in the ON (i.e., transmissive) state with an applied voltage of 150 V (square wave). The liquid
crystal alignment in the ON state results in a uniform refractive index for normally incident light and, thus, high transmission.
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calculated (solid lines), as well as the absorption in individual
layers (represented by the colored areas). Note that the data for
both ITO layers (top and bottom) are combined in this plot.
The absorption in the individual layers is calculated by
determining the total electric field power density in each
layer (adding reflections/transmissions from thin films
coherently) and using the absorption coefficient for each
material (see SI). In the OFF (i.e., diffusive) state, the data are
calculated following ref 47 under the assumption that light
entering the PDLC becomes fully randomized, which is
supported by internal scattering measurements47 (see SI).
ON state calculations assume no scattering. The total measured
and calculated data are in close agreement with RMS errors of
0.43%, 1.3%, 2.4%, and 0.48% (absolute) for the data in Figure
2a−d, respectively.
After determining the total absorption within the a-Si layer,

we calculate the expected power generation from a complete
photovoltaic cell incorporated into the switchable solar window
and determine the potential for self-powering. While
developing a high-performance a-Si solar cell is beyond the
scope of this work, we calculate short-circuit current density

based on the measured absorption within the a-Si layer of the
PDLC device (Figure 2a−d), weighted by the AM1.5G solar
spectrum. The short-circuit current density is used to
determine the generated power density (Figure 2f) using a
single diode model, where the reverse saturation current is
obtained by extrapolation from experimental data of a high-
quality a-Si solar cell49,50 (see SI). The dotted line in Figure 2f
indicates the threshold for self-powering, given by the power
consumption of the PDLC device in the ON state divided by
the area of the cell (3.14 cm2), as described below.
The measured power consumption within the PDLC layer is

determined in two steps because of the large dynamic range
required for the measurement (∼6 orders of magnitude); see
Figure 3. First, the power is measured during the charging and
discharging of the PDLC (driven by a square wave at 200 Hz)
due to its capacitance. Second, the power is measured during
steady-state current operation, which is found to be 3.5 μA,
corresponding to a shunt resistance of 42 MΩ. Figure 3a shows
the voltage applied across the device as a function of time, and
Figure 3b,c shows a zoom-in of the voltage, current, and power
used during a polarity switching event (shaded region in Figure

Figure 2. (a−d) Measured (circles) and calculated (shaded areas) absorption for devices with two a-Si thicknesses (13 nm (a, c) and 28 nm (b, d))
in the OFF state (a, b) and the ON state (c, d). The absorption is calculated in each material, and the total absorption is measured. Calculated (e)
short-circuit current density and (f) power generation density are shown with the self-powering threshold marked as a dashed line.
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3a). Here, the negative power corresponds to the energy
recovered by discharging the PDLC cell. The total average
power density needed to operate the device is <0.8 mW/cm2,
comparable to commercially available ones.23 In all cases
considered here, this power requirement can be met by the
solar energy potentially converted by the a-Si absorbing layer.
Further, the OFF state of the device with the 28 nm a-Si layer
generates nearly 4 times the needed power, and the OFF state

of the 13 nm a-Si layer device creates more than 2.5 times the
required power.
The generated power can be increased using a thicker

absorbing a-Si layer; however, there is a decrease in
transmission, as shown in Figure 4a. The structure with no a-
Si (corresponding to maximum transmission but no power
generation) has a nearly flat, colorless transmission spectrum
with a 13% change between 460 and 650 nm (the range over
which the photopic sensitivity of the human eye is >10% of the
maximum sensitivity51). For the device with a 13 nm a-Si layer,
we observe a similar flatness for λ ≥ 500 nm, resulting in a
slight amber or brown tint (Figure 1a,c). For the device with a
28 nm a-Si layer, we observe the same trend but with a slightly
darker tint. While not completely colorless, they do
demonstrate the generally accepted light brown color for
tinted glass. The transmission in the OFF state shows the same
trends but at a lower mean value (Figure 4a) due to the
increased reflection and scattering, which benefits the power
generation (Figure 2). In the wavelength range shown, the
AM1.5G weighted transmission can be reduced by more than a
third by switching between the ON and OFF states. The
luminous transmittance (CIE 1931 human perception of
transmittance) for an AM1.5G spectrum is 74%, 68%, and
65%, respectively, for devices with no a-Si, 13 nm a-Si, and 28
nm a-Si in the ON state and is 45%, 41%, and 40% in the OFF
state, respectively (see SI for details on chromaticity). In
contrast to many other smart window designs, this reduction is
primarily due to reflection rather than absorption, which can
have a very significant impact on cooling costs by limiting
optical heating of the windowed room.23,24,35

In addition to the nearly flat transmission spectrum, the
device scatters light uniformly in all directions when operating
in the OFF state, demonstrating its effectiveness as a privacy
window. Figure 4b shows a polar plot of the scattered
transmission and reflection as a function of wavelength for a
typical PDLC device with no a-Si in the OFF state (normalized
to the near-normal incidence reflection data). The optical
scattering is characterized by monochromatic illumination on
the device using a custom-built goniometer (see Methods
section and SI for details). Note that these data are obtained
from a more complete scattering characterization that includes
internal scattering within the device (see SI), where a nearly
Lambertian scattering profile is found for all wavelengths.
For window applications, device performance at oblique

incidence is important. Figure 5 shows the measured
absorption in both the ON and OFF states for the structure

Figure 3. Electrical characteristics of the PDLC switchable self-
powered solar window. (a) Voltage across the device as a function of
time during operation in the ON state (applied square wave function
with voltage of 150 V). The gray region near 2.5 ms is expanded in (b)
and (c) for clarity. Measured (b) voltage, current, and (c) power
consumed by the device during a polarity switching event. Negative
power usage regions correspond to the recovery of energy stored via
the capacitive nature of the device. The total power density needed for
device operation is <0.8 mW/cm2.

Figure 4. (a) Transmission spectra for the PDLC switchable solar windows in the ON (circles) and OFF (triangles) states. The solid lines refer to
the modeled transmission. (b) Polar plot of the scattered transmission and reflection as a function of wavelength for the device in the OFF state.
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with 13 nm thick a-Si at both near-normal incidence and 45-
degree illumination. The absorption in the OFF state is very
weakly affected by the change in angle. However, the measured
absorption in the ON state is markedly different at 45°, and it is
significantly greater than the calculated value. This difference is
explained by the inset of Figure 5, which shows the scattered
intensity as a function of both incident and scattered angles. At
near-normal incidence, almost no scattering occurs. As the
incident angle increases to 45°, scattering increases with most
light scattered at large angles. This behavior is due to the
random position of the liquid crystal microdroplets. Though
the applied field in the ON state orients the optical axis of the
microdroplets, light entering at non-normal incidence has a
component traveling along the extraordinary axis of the liquid
crystal, which is scattered by the index contrast with the
polymer. This effect can have a large influence on absorption
because light is preferentially scattered at larger angles due to
the higher index for light traveling in that direction (for in-
depth details on scattering see refs 46, 47, and 52). Note that
the scattering in the ON state is still weaker than in the OFF
state (see SI for details of OFF state scattering and internal
scattering distributions). The measured absorption in the OFF
state for 45-degree illumination would yield 1.3 mW/cm2 of
power generation, which is greater than the self-powering
threshold, thus demonstrating that these devices would be self-
powering. For the ON state at 45-degree illumination, the
absorption within the a-Si is expected to be at least as high as in
the near-normal case, based on the higher measured absorption
compared to the model. Thus, a minimum power generation of
>0.8 mW/cm2 is expected, again enabling self-powering.
In conclusion, we have presented smart, switchable solar

window devices based on an a-Si absorber and a PLDC
transmission modulator. We demonstrated that these devices
have the potential to self-power even in the low absorption
state with as little as 13 nm of a-Si and have excellent smart
window properties: high transparency and clarity (ON state)
and high diffusivity (OFF state) for enhanced privacy and
reduced solar heating. Their performance is further improved
for non-normal incident illumination, which is typical for real-
world deployment in building integrated PV applications.
These characteristics demonstrate the great potential of these
switchable solar window devices with actively tunable power
generation and transparency control.

■ METHODS

Sample Preparation. The bottom ITO-coated glass was
obtained from a commercial manufacturer (SPI part #6466-
AB). The a-Si layer was deposited by RF sputtering in argon
onto glass coverslips. Samples were mechanically shadowed,
covering only half of the glass with absorbing a-Si (Figure 1).
This shadowing procedure allowed for later direct measure-
ment of the PDLC cell on the same device without a-Si. The
absorbing layer was then coated with ITO by sputtering from a
single ITO target in 7% oxygen, 93% argon. During each
sputtering step, additional samples were included for later
characterization (see below). The PDLC mixture consisted of
liquid crystal E7 and photocurable polymer NOA65 (Norland
Products) with 50:50 weight ratio. It was then filled into an
empty cell made with the top and bottom coated glass slides,
separated by a Kapton spacer layer approximately 50 μm thick.
The cell was then cured at room temperature for 1 min with a
UV lamp.53

Material Characterization. The materials were charac-
terized using ellipsometry, atomic force microscopy (AFM),
and absorption and transmission measurements. The refractive
indices of the films were measured by ellipsometry. Film
thicknesses and roughnesses (found to be negligible at <5 Å
RMS for the a-Si films and 7 Å RMS for the ITO film) were
measured by AFM and confirmed with ellipsometry (see SI).
The imaginary part of the index of refraction was further
refined (ellipsometry was relatively insensitive to very small
amounts of absorption) by adjusting the ellipsometric fit to
jointly agree with the independent absorption measurements.
Absorption and transmission were measured in a 6 in.
integrating sphere (Labsphere RTC-060). This sphere uses a
center mounting holder for direct measurement of absorption
(from the total combined reflection and transmission).
Absorption was measured at 13° incidence for near-normal
measurements, while transmission was measured at 7°
incidence (difference due to geometric requirements of the
system). The integrating sphere light intensity was monitored
by a Si photodiode, and this signal was used by a lock-in
amplifier. The light source was a Xe lamp followed by a
monochromator (SPEX 500M). Incident power was monitored
to account for variations in the incident intensity, and second-
order diffuse absorption in the sample (light reflected or

Figure 5. (a) Measured (open symbols) and calculated (solid lines) absorption for the PDLC device with 13 nm of a-Si. Here, the absorption at a
45° incident angle is compared to the near-normal absorption from Figure 2. The shaded region denotes the difference between the measured ON
state absorption at 45° illumination and the calculated ON state absorption at 45° illumination assuming no scattering. The inset shows a log map of
scattered light intensity as a function of both incident (θin) and reflected scattering (θout) angles. Optical image through the device in the ON state at
(b) normal incidence and (c) 45° from normal (see also Video 2 of the SI).
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transmitted from the sample and absorbed after scattering from
the integrating sphere) was accounted for by illuminating the
sphere through a secondary port for calibration.
The internal scattering distribution (angularly resolved

scattering inside the sample layers) was determined for accurate
absorption calculations using a gonioreflectometer and by
replacing the glass slide on one side with a glass hemisphere, as
described in ref 47. The OFF state per pass absorption and
transmission was characterized by measurements on the part of
the sample without a-Si.
To determine the power dissipated within the device, the

current was measured by the voltage drop across a 1.2 kΩ
current sensing resistor, and the voltage across the device was
measured directly. These time-dependent measurements were
made using an oscilloscope.
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